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Abstract—The dots connect our lives. But then there are spaces between the dots we need to fill. It is easy to say “Nobody is perfect” unless you believe in it. I strictly disbelieve in imperfection. Similarly I don’t understand why death is inevitable. I am a poet and a critical thinker. And I will keep trying to find the source of immortality hidden somewhere between us. I know I won’t succeed but there would be no meaning of life unless I find the reason why I am here to live and die. I have fantasized 1st generation time machines that would show you time and we have them. The 2nd generation time machine would show us past in the form of a computer program. Impossible is nothing till it is done. The algorithm of semantics needs to be made into a computer program provided semantics works. Magic spells are no less than poetry. Believe me, poetry works like magic. They call it “thoughts become things”. Start believing in God again but with rationalism and atheism inside you. Am I sounding crazy and confused? Both are dots again with spaces yet to be discovered.
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I. INTRODUCTION (Love)

What is love? Its like time. When we realize it its gone like a pleasant memory. Same with time, we don’t know what we are doing while we are doing it. We sometimes make mistakes by arranging love or making love. Love happens. You might catalyse it but you do not create it. It exists in you and so it happens to you. Man and woman indulge in love and create babies. I am wrong. Love happens and so pregnancy happens and so thus creation. Giving birth is in my hand but I cannot take the credit of the sperm or the egg in me. I also came to this world in the same manner. Creation happened to my mother. I happened to my parents. This is the basis of this paper. “Creation happens”.

II. TRUTH TABLE

A. The basis of the poetic cognition

Destiny and expectation: What is destiny? The inevitable that happened, is happening and shall happen to us. Destiny always exists. Whatever we expect, sometimes fulfils sometimes not. These are the spaces between the dots. Expectation can be a subset of destiny for some things in this universe. But there are some expectations like holding a stone in my hand which will never happen by destiny. We always have to pick the stone up so that it is within your grip. So, some things are destiny like who you are born to, who you love and death which you cannot control. But sometimes like writing a poetry is in your hand. You are free to decide whether you will write it or not. I am not saying thought is destiny-free. No, it isn’t but some spaces exist in the path of destiny too. We have to figure those out. So, lets get to the point –the poetry or the truth table

B. The poem or truth table

“Creation happens to creation
Death happens to creation
Death happens to death
Creation happens to death”

III. DERIVATIONS FROM THE TRUTH TABLE

The four lines are also a conglomeration of both destiny and expectation. The 1st two lines are truths. The last two lines are expectations or dreams or beautiful ambitions.
A. **Line 1**

"Creation happens to creation"—This is a inevitable truth about creation. Hens are born to hens to whom again hens come out through by eggs. We cannot keep an egg of a hen till the chick of the hen matures to give eggs. This is the beauty of creation. But there is something we can do. When the chick matures to give eggs, we can place one egg from the mother hen and one egg from the chick which has matured to give creation a different equation. This can happen to human also, though its unethical and crime. But the basic idea still remains the same that “Creation does happen to creation” and we cannot take any credit inn it. We don’t have any identity. We are all hens here. Names might be given to identify people but that is not destiny driven, we do it for our ease. Hence, lot can be done to destiny. *The hope exists.*

B. **Line 2**

"Death happens to creation"—This is also another inevitable truth about creation. All hens will die to feed our tongues. Their deaths are destinies as per we humans are concerned. We kill them, still death is not given. They die when slaughtered. We all have believed that we all will die someday. In this context, the line2 is correct. Death does happen to creation at a certain time.

C. **Line 3**

"Death happens to death"—Line3 is absurd. We have never heard of or experienced Line3. A thing like this is called “Invention”. We haven’t seen death coming to death. Its new to me too. Just what the truth table says. Something universe has never seen or shown us. There is no concept of heaven or hell here. Though the concept of hell might suit this line. But we as researchers should not accept any assumptions or fairy tales. This(concept of hell) was as per destiny. What about what we can do? Can we bring death to the dead? If we could understand this line, it would have helped us a lot in metaphysics.

D. **Line 4**

"Creation happens to death"—This line is wrong. The truth table cannot be wrong. So, our age old mythology which says that we take rebirth must be right to fit the truth table in. But we as researchers do not believe in rebirth. So, the line4 is wrong. Creation never happens to death. We have to do it. What do we have to do? We have to defeat time and death. We have to believe that immortality exists somewhere within the spaces between the dots.

**IV. THE DERIVATIONS**

We are concerned with creation from death. Medical science has done a great job but could not change the span of life. We do die before 90 years. What is death? Death is inevitable destiny. Why is death so easy? Destiny or killing life always succeeds. We can easily kill an ant or mosquito but cannot bring them back to life. Well we can also say death happens by force. We have to do it, bringing the dead to life again. This might sound nonsense now but I have some observations.

A. Death is the easiest destiny after a certain time. Death also is the easiest expectation. Why is death easy? Death is the easiest and fastest expectation. So, can we say time moves backwards after death. We fear death. Also death is fast. Can we derive that "if time moves backwards, it would move faster and the body would carry fear in it."

B. Also either creator rules or creation rules, either destiny or expectation. Either time t1 or t2. Early philosophers used 8 or infinity or sand clocks. Irrelevant.

C. Anything living that lives forever has to keep moving (like sun,) or has to change states (like colour or events on earth)/ energy conversion. So how do we convert blood to live forever? If it moves faster, what will happen? Will blood pressure be affected? Is blood a conductor of heat or electricity?

D. Also those objects are hot that live forever like sun, human body... But when 2 dead cold stones are rubbed against each other we do get fire which is creation can be made from death.
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